EBSCO online training in BSSS
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District collector Manish Singh has
instructed issuing of show-cause
notice to chief medical and health
officer Dr B S Saitya, and three others district lead bank manager,
deputy director and principal of
Polytechnic College, for negligence
in resolving issues received under
the CM Helpline.
Apart from Dr Saitya, the others
on the firing line were assistant director of Backward Classes Com-

mission Sumit Raghuvanshi, principal of Government Women’s
Polytechnic College Ashish Dongre
and Lead Bank manager OP
Anand.
Collector Singh also reviewed the
progress of vaccination work of
front line and health care workers,
senior citizens etc. He directed all
the heads of offices to ensure that
all their subordinate employees get
the precaution dose on the due
date. Collector Singh was reviewing the resolution of cases under
CM Helpline in the Time Limit (TL)

Traders demand starting of
bus operations from Sarwate
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Traders and bus operators of the Sarwate
Bus Stand area met Home minister Narottam Mishra demanding that he direct the
district administration to start bus operations from the Sarwate bus stand at the earliest.
The bus operators also reminded the minister that the administration had committed that they would allow the operators to
ply the same number of buses that they had
been plying from the stand, before its reconstruction.
“The bus stand was under reconstruction
for the last three and half years which has
broken our back. The administration is not
only delaying in starting the operations at
the bus stand they are also decreasing the
number of buses that we would be allowed
to ply,” secretary of Sarwate Stand Vyapari
Mahasangh Anil Sharma said.
He added that running local buses would
not give them the necessary revenue, as the
main money came from running inter-district buses. “We have met the home minister to place our demands and also met the
BJP leaders to intervene in the matter. We
will be left with no option but to demonstrate against the government. We will hit
the roads for our demands if no action is
taken by the administration,” Sharma said.

meeting held at his office on Monday.
Collector Manish Singh said all
complaints received at the CM
Helpline should be resolved effectively and within the time limit,
and warned that action would be
taken against officers and employees for negligence in resolving the
issues. In the meeting, collector
Singh did a department-wise review of the disposal of the cases
registered under the CM Helpline.
He said that no laxity would be tolerated in resolving the cases. He di-

GOVT PRINTING PRESS
Admin explores possibility
of using the idle campus
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Divisional commissioner Pawan Kumar
Sharma inspected the Government Regional Press located near Jinsi Haat Maidan on Monday.
Owing to changes in technology, the printing of election and other government material is now being done in Bhopal. Thus,
this printing press is closed for more than a
year. To make better use of this building,
the divisional commissioner inspected the
place and gathered the necessary information. The official was informed that there
are three out of four buildings that are fit
for use and one building has to be dismantled. Sharma directed the officials of the
public works department (PWD) present at
the spot to test the strength of the building
and submit their report. During the inspection, CEO of Smart City Rishabh Gupta, additional commissioner Sapna Solanki, Rajneesh Kasera and officials of the archaeological department and other related departments were present.
Official sources said the state government
wants to explore the possility of using the
40,000-square-foot land for some other purposes. Sources said that some government
department might also be shifted here. In
future, when the restoration work of Rajwada is completed, the office of the deputy
director of the state archaeological department may be shifted from there to here.

Galwan Valley martyr Deepak Singh’s
wife to join Indian Army as officer
Rekha has been selected
after a five-day SSB
(Services Selection
Board Interview) held
recently in Allahabad
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The wife of martyr soldier
Deepak Singh will join Indian Army. She has passed the
Combined Defence Service
(CDS) examinations. The 29year-old Rekha, who was an
NCC cadet, has been selected after a five-day SSB interview (Services Selection
Board Interview) recently
held in Allahabad.
Now Rekha will undergo
Pre-Service Training (OTA)
in Chennai and then she
will be commissioned as an
Indian military officer.
Deepak Singh, a resident
of Farenda village in Rewa
district, was posted with
16th Battalion of the Bihar
Regiment on the rank of

save the soldiers who
were injured during the
expulsion of Chinese soldiers in the Galwan Valley of Eastern Ladakh.
While Deepak was rescuing his teammates, Chinese soldiers started pelting stones. Deepak sustained head injuries in
the incident. However, he
did not care about his injury and continued his
rescue works. He saved
lives of at least 30 soldiers.
He later died during
treatment at a military
hospital. Around 20 soldiers including Deepak
lost their lives in the clash
that broke between Indian troop and Chinese on
June 15, 2020.
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President Ram Nath
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Deepak with the Veer
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Chakra posthumously in
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November last year. His
Naik. He was serving as a
wife Rekha Singh had remedical assistant.
ceived the honor on behalf
Deepak had reached to
of her martyr husband.

IS IT ONLY AN EYEWASH?
Mhow Cantt Board seizes
material kept on the roads
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Back when illegal constructions on cantonment properties and roadways were going
on throughout the city, the
Cantonment Board did nothing and, as a result, encroachment in the city increased.
Today, too, the Board sent a
team of engineers to raid six
construction sites and confiscate their construction material just as a formality-to hide
their weakness and show
how active they are-by giving
some warnings. After being
posted in Mhow for a long
time, the deputy CEO of the
Cantonment Board, for the
first time, performed such an
operation and it is history
that the board executives
start such actions, but, only
after one or two days, they
just get sidelined and everyone goes back to the way
things were going on.
Today, illegal constructions
are happening fast and
against the rules in the city

without any permission, but
the Cantonment Board's responsible officials keep blaming the police administration. Due to this, the traffic
system of the whole city is
getting disrupted.
People have occupied the
streets and pavement blocks
that were put for the beauty
of the city are now beautifying shopkeepers' establishments. Walking in many
markets is also becoming difficult for the common man,
but the responsible administration of the Cantonment
Board is running a small
campaign to fulfil their paperwork. The engineering department of the Cantonment
Board has been playing an
important role in illegal constructions in the city and, due
to this, hundreds of houses
have been built against the
rules. In this regard, when we
tried to talk to the deputy
CEO and engineer of the
Cantonment Board on the
phone, they did not even consider it appropriate to receive
the calls.

rected that all the officers should
look into the cases of CM Helpline
seriously and ensure their satisfactory resolution. He also directed
that such applicants should be
identified who keep applying unnecessarily and for malafide intentions and they do not have any direct relation with the case. The collector said punitive action should
be taken against such people.
Additional collector Pawan Jain,
Abhay Bedekar, Ajaydev Sharma
and RS Mandloi and officers of other departments were present.

THIEF DECAMPS
WITH OIL JARS

INDORE: A thief broke into a Tajeer Traders, a grocery
shop in the Khajrana area on Sunday night and decamped oil jars and some cash from the store. The CCTV
footage of the incident shows a man breaking the shop’s
lock and opening its shutter. He can be seen taking the
cash from the cash drawer and stealing jars of oil. However, police said that they are yet to receive an official
complaint so far.
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Truckers want CM to tackle
corruption at checkposts
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Irate by the corruption at
transport
check
posts
across the state, All India
Motor Transport Congress
(AIMTC) and Indore Truck
Operators and Transport
Association (ITOTA) have
decided to launch a protest
against the same and stage a
protest at Chief Minister’s
house in Bhopal. Truck operators will give a memorandum of their demands to
the Chief Minister with an
ultimatum to take action in
90 days.
President of ITOTA CL

Mukati said, ”During a
meeting of AIMTC and ITOTA members on Monday, we
decided to submit a memorandum of our demands to
the CM mainly about the
corruption at check posts

and to shut the same. We
will also give 90 days to the
CM to solve the problem,
and if it is not solved by
then, we will reach Bhopal
with our trucks and will
gather at the CM house.”

